Cheap tariffs for selected countries

Choosing the right tariff can save you a lot of money when phoning home. For example: the cheapest price per minute for calls to Nigerian landlines is currently one cent, with the most expensive being 29 cents. When calculating costs you should always remember that a connection fee will be charged with almost all foreign tariffs. This is usually 15 cents per call. Important: providers’ tariffs can change. Therefore it is necessary to compare prices on a regular basis. With prepaid tariffs, switching providers is no problem – and is worthwhile if another mobile network company is offering better conditions.

Afghanistan. Prices per minute for calls to Afghan mobile phones are currently between 12 and 49 cents. Calls to landlines are somewhat cheaper. At present, Ortel Mobile’s Standard tariff is to be recommended for making calls from Germany. Telephone calls to Afghan mobiles cost 12 cents, calls to landlines cost 9 cents.

Albania. Star World’s Standard tariff is currently also a good choice for mobile phone calls to Albania (17 cents to mobiles / 9 cents to landlines). Other providers charge prices of up to 29 cents per minute for mobile calls.

Bosnia and Herzegovina. Calls from Germany to Bosnia and Herzegovina cost up to 35 cents per minute. However, the Best tariff from Lebara allows refugees from this region to make calls relatively cheaply (15 cents to mobiles / 9 cents to landlines).

Eritrea. Telephone calls to Eritrea can be expensive. Mobi charges a price of 1.99 euros per minute. Lycamobile’s Spar (Saver) tariff and Lebara’s „Aktionspreis“ (Special Offer) are currently the best on offer for Eritrean refugees. Calls to mobile phones in Eritrea will cost 29 cents per minute, and 19 cents per minute to landlines.

Iraq. Prices per minute for mobile phone calls to Iraq are currently between 9 and 49 cents. The Best tariff from Lebara (D1) is especially attractive for Iraqi refugees if they make frequent calls to landlines in their home country (12 cents to mobiles / 5 cents to landlines). Blauworld and Nettokm are also currently offering good conditions, with prices of 9 cents per minute to both mobiles and landlines.

Kosovo. Unfortunately there are no tariffs that will allow refugees from Kosovo to make phone calls to mobiles in their home country cheaply: prices per minute are up to 29 cents. However, the Standard tariff from Star World currently offers the best conditions (18 cents to mobiles / 9 cents landlines).

Macedonia. Providers charge prices of up to 35 cents per minute for calls to Macedonia. The best choice for Macedonian refugees that make a lot of calls to mobiles in their home country is the Standard tariff from Star World (18 cents per minute). The price per minute to landlines in Macedonia is currently 15 cents.

Nigeria. Making mobile telephone calls from Germany to Nigeria is relatively cheap. The Best tariff from Lebara and the Spar (Saver) tariff from Lycamobile offer the best conditions (both 7 cents to mobiles / 1 cent to landlines).

Pakistan. Refugees from Pakistan can also make telephone calls to their home country relatively cheaply. With Lebara and Lycamobile they will currently only pay 2 cents per minute to call both landlines and mobiles in their home country.

Serbia. Calls to Serbia cost between 6 and 34 cents per minute. The best tariff for refugees from here is currently offered by Star World. Calls to Serbian mobile phones will cost 18 cents per minute, with calls to landlines costing 9 cents per minute.

Syria. Refugees from Syria often need tariffs that allow them to make telephone calls to several countries cheaply, because their families may be in refugee camps in Turkey or Jordan, for example. The Spar (Saver) tariff from Lycamobile is the most suitable in this case. It costs 9 cents per minute to call Syrian mobiles, and 4 cents to call landlines, from Germany. The prices per minute to Jordan (9 cents to mobiles / 9 cents to landlines), to Turkey (9 cents to mobiles / 1 cent to landlines), and to Lebanon (13 cents to mobiles / 9 cents to landlines).
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